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Big Brand Wheels Announces the Launching of Their New Online Tire Shop

Big Brand Wheels are Rims and Tires wholesalers that have recently launched a new online Tire shop with
special features that are especially adapted to the special needs of their costumers.

Dec. 25, 2008 - PRLog -- Big Brand Wheels is an automobile customization company operating for 15
years now, has recently launched a new website with all of their merchandize available for their customers
live online. They have a vast experience in selling tires, wheels and car accessories in Asia, America and
Europe. 

Maintaining high standards of quality is their foremost principle. They provide customers with the
finest-quality wheels and tires. Moreover, they provide quality customer service.

Through the online store, customers will be able to select custom-made wheels for their vehicles from more
than 60 lines. Their entire selection consists of the best rim brands from all around the world. In addition,
they also help customers in finding the perfect wheel for their vehicle. 

They have a huge selection of tires of famous brands at discounted prices. Most of the new products and
items in the market are found in their online tire shop.

Their products are from brands famous for their trendy, stylish, efficient and durable products. Big Brand
Wheels sells their products at a price that is neither cheap nor expensive. Their products are priced
reasonably and competitively. 

Big Brand Wheels are especially proud of the inner search system on the new site. With this system they
provide their costumers with an easy and efficient way of finding their exact matching and desired wheel
while specifying parameters like size, wheel brand, car brand and price rang. 

They have been shipping custom tires and wheels directly to the homes of their customers for the past 15
years. They have a highly qualified and knowledgeable sales team to answer any query or need of their
customers. 

At BigBrandWheels.com one can find special custom rims and tire that will provide any kind of look
desired. From sporty to elegant, from classic to Hip Hop look, all at the reach of your hand with just a
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mouse click.

Please feel free to visit Big Brand Wheels at http://www.bigbrandwheels.com – Online Rims and Tire
Shop.

# # #

Inter-Dev is a leading Internet Marketing Company, providing search engine optimization and search
marketing services for companies adhering to the international market. 
Inter-Dev http://www.inter-dev.co.il/en/

--- End ---

Source Inter-dev
State/Province California
Zip 91730
Country United States
Industry Automotive
Tags Tires, Wheels, Rims, Tires Shop, Rims And Tires, Wholesale Wheels
Link https://prlog.org/10159498
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